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What are the most popular searches on a particular search engine? Many search engines and sites track the best web searches, in real-time, or in archived lists that you use to track trends. Researching what people search on the web is a great way to keep up with the popular buzz, figure out what people are looking for and give it to
them on your blog or website, and understand what trends may be coming. Below are some of the best methods for tracking what people are looking for. Google is the most visited website in the world, so finding the most searched items on Google is the best way to know what people are looking for. The best way to find the best Google
searches is with Google Trends, which offers several ways to check the most searched words and see how a particular search has performed over time. Go to the Explore page to see the current most important searches and most popular search topics. You change the tool to show rising searches to see which search terms outperform
the last time they were checked. Screenshot If you're adjusting the time range, you'll see the most popular searches of the past month, five years, or more. In another filter you see trending and top searches from Google Images, YouTube, Google News. The daily search trends section, in particular, is where you can find the trending web
searches today. You adjust the location to match the results to a different location. Screenshot The real-time search trends page reveals trending stories of the past 24 hours. You change the category to filter the results by stories about businesses, sports, entertainment, and other categories. Screenshot Another useful feature is exploring
the most searched words related to a topic. For example, you type the iPhone to see related queries that have been ordered by popularity. Screenshot Another Google service you may be interested in tracking web content is Google Alerts. You use it to track searches around a particular topic, or even to see if people are looking for you or
your business. Want up-to-the-second updates on what people are interested in around the world? Twitter is the place to be. Log in to your Twitter account to see the trends section to the right. Listed there are the top 10 trending hashtags and tweets. You visit the Trends page to see more. By default, you may see trends tailored to you
and your interests. You select the gear/settings button to view global trends or popular topics from a specific location. Trending tweets are also available through the mobile app via the search absheet. Screenshot These search engines have identical features when it comes to finding Searches. All you have to do to see what's popular on
Bing or Yahoo is select the text box and read through the trending search items. Screenshot This wildly popular video streaming site is also a good way to see what people people looking for. Go to the trending page on the YouTube website or the Trending tab in the app to see what's currently popular. You filter the results by music,
gaming, news and movies and you don't need to be logged into YouTube to see the results. To see trending YouTube searches from other countries, use the menu button at the top of the page to change the location. If you're logged in, select your image in the upper-right corner, and then select Location. Another way to see what people
are searching on the internet is to browse the trending areas of popular websites. We already saw how to do this with some search engines and social media sites, but most other popular websites contain a similar feature. Reddit, for example, has a way to view what's hot right now and which articles are rising in popularity. It's a good
place to see what the internet is talking about, because users regularly post content. You also see what is trending on Reddit in specific categories, such as in the news section. Screenshot Some other examples are Pinterest, BuzzFeed, The New York Times, Google News and Medium. You also find the most searched terms that people
engage in search engines to reach a specific website or web page. Alexa and SEMrush are great ways to do this. Enter a URL to view the most important keywords per traffic, keywords that indicate the intent to buy something, and other search metrics. You pay for deeper insights. Screenshot Many search engines and websites put up
an annual list of their top searches throughout the year; it's a fun way to capture a lot of data and see what was trending in a variety of different topics around the world. This happens every year for all of the major search engines around the November/December time frame. In addition to the top searches, most search engines give you the
ability to zoom in on the data and get a chronological snapshot of why that particular search was gaining so much traction at that time. This can especially provide insights that can help with research. We keep a list of the best searches of Bing, for example, as well as the top web searches from the early 2000s. Thanks for letting us know!
Tell us why! China, the third largest country in the world, is located in the eastern part of Asia. Officially known as the People's Republic of China, the country has the world's largest population, as many as 1.3 billion people! Chinese civilization dates back thousands of years. Traditionally, the nation is ruled by powerful families known as
dynasties. A series of dynasties was in power from 221 B.C. to 1912. The Chinese government was taken over by the Communist Party in 1949. This party remains in control of the country today. One of the most famous sights is the Great Wall of China. Construction of the wall began in 220 B.C. under China's first dynasty. The wall was
built to keep invaders out of the country. With a length of more than 5,500 miles, the Great Wall is the longest built by humans. Mandarin, the official language of China, is spoken by more people than any other language. Mandarin is a language based on symbols, so it has no alphabet. It can be difficult to learn because it has four
different tones and a neutral tone, which means that as a single word can have multiple meanings. The Chinese New Year is one of China's most popular holidays. It doesn't fall on January 1, as we think of New Year. Instead, it starts on the first day of the lunar calendar. This means that the date of the holiday varies from year to year. It
falls sometime between late January and early February. The celebration lasts 15 days and features dragon and lion parades and fireworks. Fireworks were invented in China. Each year is named after an animal in the Chinese zodiac. China Vocabulary Worksheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China Vocabulary Sheet Use this
vocabulary sheet to begin to introduce your students to China. Children should use an atlas, internet, or library resources to look up each term and determine its meaning for China. Students then write each word on the blank line next to the definition or description. China Vocabulary Study Sheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China
Vocabulary Study Sheet Students can use this study journal to check their answers to the vocabulary sheet and as a useful reference during their study of China. China Wordsearch. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China Word Search Continue to explore China with this fun word search. Let your children find and circle the words related
to China, such as Beijing, red envelopes and Tiananmen Gate. Discuss the importance of these words to Chinese culture. China Crossword Puzzle. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China Crossword Puzzle Every clue in this crossword puzzle describes a term associated with China. Students can assess their knowledge of China by
completing the puzzle correctly based on the clues. China Challenge Worksheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China Challenge Students can show what they know about China by correctly completing this challenge worksheet. Each description is followed by four multiple choice options. China Worksheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the
pdf: China Alphabet Activity This alphabet activity makes it possible to further review the terms associated with China with the added bonus of letting students practice their literacy and thinking skills. Students should write each china-themed word in correct alphabetical order on the blank lines provided. Chinese Vocabulary Study Sheet.
Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: Chinese Vocabulary Study Journal The Chinese language is written in character symbols. Pinyin is the translation of those characters into English letters. Learn how to watch the days of the week and some of the and numbers in the native language of the country is a fantastic activity for studying another
country or culture. This vocabulary study sheet teaches students the Chinese pinyin for some simple simple Vocabulary. Chinese numbers matching activity. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: Chinese Numbers Matching Activity See if your students can match the Chinese pinyin correctly with the corresponding number and number word.
Chinese color worksheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the PDF: Chinese Color Worksheet Use this multiple choice worksheet to see how well your students remember the Chinese words for each color. Chinese Days of the Week Worksheet. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: Chinese Days of the Week Worksheet This crossword puzzle will



allow your students to rate how to say the days of the week in Chinese. Flag of China Color Page. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: Flag of China Color page The flag of China has a bright red background and five golden stars in the upper left corner. The red color of the flag symbolizes revolution. The big star represents the Communist
Party and the smaller stars represent the four classes of society: workers, peasants, soldiers and students. The flag of China was adopted in September 1949. China Overview Map. Beverly Hernandez Print the pdf: China Outline Map Use an atlas to fill out the states and territories of China. Highlight the capital, major cities and
waterways, and important landmarks. Sights.
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